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“That is what Chadwick says
here,” Schwulst volunteered, “ ‘. . .
Concluded
Archaeological evidence demonstrates
the existence of the conditions re
erhaps the greatest mid certain
quired by a heroic story at a given
ly one of the longest of all heroic
place and time, though it can supply
cultures was that of the East
no names, unless writing is found,’39
Iranians,” F. continued, “yet, though
—and unless, we might add, that
those people ‘had already learned to
writing can be read. Without that,
dwell in fixed habitations’ the (Avcsta
all we can hope for is a general indi
has a great deal to say about their
cation of the type of thing indicated
magnificent castles), archaeology has —nothing specific. The classic illus
not yet brought to light a single edifice tration of that is, of course, Schlie
built at this early period.36 One might mann’s discovery of Troy. Today
list a hundred great and mighty na every schoolboy knows that the city
tions of old, the reality of whose which Schliemann identified as Ho
existence and whose deeds there can mer’s Troy was not Homer’s Troy;
not be the slightest doubt, since liter what is not often realized is that no
ary and historical evidence for them city in the mound of Hissarlik has
is abundant, yet of whose deeds and been identified as Troy, and that to
buildings not the slightest physical this day the ruins of Hissarlik are still
trace remains.
properly referred to by archaeologists
“Of course heroic peoples built as ‘the presumed site of Troy.’40 Yet
much, as all their records tell us they Homer has described the city of Troy
did, but the trouble is that none of at far greater length and in far more
the stuff can be identified. The situa detail than the Book of Mormon de
tion is thus stated by Chadwick: scribes any city. In view of that, can
‘Archaeological evidence is abundant, we hope for any better luck in
though not as a rule entirely satis America?
factory. Great numbers of raths or
“The main trouble seems to be that
earthen fortresses, usually more or these people did not build of stone.
less circular, still exist, and very many In all the epics we have mentioned,
of them are mentioned in the stories the great castles are specifically or
of the heroic age.’37 The problem is to indirectly shown to have been built
identify them. Nowhere have these of wood. Even the few stone edifices
mounds and barrows been more ex which have survived, such as the first
haustively studied through the years royal tombs of Egypt, display, as
than in England; yet the diggers still Rieke notes, the nomadic nature of
cannot agree on whether a given their builders, every detail of their
mound is Celtic, Roman, Norman, construction being in careful imitation
Stone-Age, Saxon, Danish, or even of the wooden beams and boards and
late Middle Ages. They have been the matting walls and hangings of
guessing for hundreds of years, and the original models. This is equally
the game still goes on.”38
true of the palaces, as well as the
“May I be allowed to point out,” tombs of heroic royalty, whether in
Blank interposed, “that ‘earthen fort Egypt, Persia, or Babylon: they are
resses, more or less circular’ are exact all faithful reproductions of wood and
ly what used to be found in great cloth originals.41 Again, the few
abundance all over the eastern United surviving temples of Greece are nat
States; and there again it is the same urally of stone, yet they still preserve
story: a given mound might be almost in marble all the meticulous details
anything, and every possible age and of the boards, logs, pegs, and joinings
date has been attributed to some of of the normal Greek temple, which
them, from pre-human to Spanish. was of wood.42. . . But for a few mon
It may well be that Jaredite remains umental exceptions, the ancients (save
still exist: the problem is, as with all in the Near East) seem almost never
to have built of stone; but since those’
heroic remains, to identify them.”
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exceptions were the only buildings to
survive, they have given the world
the impression that the ancients never
built of anything but stone! Pliny,
like St. Jerome, even claims that it
is immoral to build of stone, and cer
tainly before his day there was very
little stone building in Rome.43
“Of course, where there is no wood,
that is another problem. In the Near
East we know from many sources
that the timber shortage was acute
in early times: there they had to build
of stone.44 But consider Europe in
contrast. Scandinavian bogs have
brought forth an abundance of articles
in metal, leather, wool, and wood
that show the presence of a high, even
brilliant, civilization, while the rec
ords tell of most wonderful cities and
castles, such as the fabulous Jomsborg;
yet no traces of those castles and cities
have been found save earthen mounds
and embankments. The Welsh tales
are full of mighty castles, yet long and
careful search failed to reveal a single
stone ruin older than the time of the
invader Edward I, who brought the
fashion of stone castles to Britain
from the Near East, where he had
been crusading.
“An official account of Roman
castles from the time of Justinian enu
merates five hundred imperial strong
holds, and yet, while the stone
temples and amphitheatres built at
the same time and the same places
still survive, not a scrap of one of
those castles has ever been found.45
The explanation is obvious: until the
end of the Middle Ages, stone build
ing was almost entirely unknown in
Europe. An ambassador of that same
Justinian to the court of Attila de
scribes the great imperial city and
huge castle of that mighty conqueror
as being all of wood.”46
“But surely there were some great
heroic structures of stone!” cried F.
“Think of Troy and Mycenae!”
“The mighty Cyclopean works of
the Mycenaean and Hittite fortress
palace complexes are the exception
that proves the rule,” Schwulst re
plied, “for Cyclopaean masonry is
decidedly not a style of construction
employed by people long accustomed
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to working in stone. It is a skilful
shift, an intelligent step in the adop
tion of a new medium, or else, as has
recently been suggested, a deliberate
attempt to build in the ‘megalithic’
style, keeping the stones deliberately
irregular. But this style is exceedingly
laborious, awkward, and expensive,
and is never long continued. It never
becomes a style.”47
“Isn’t it rather strange that wander
ing nomads should build cities at all?”
F. asked.
“Not if they are engaged in the
kind of nomadism we have been de
scribing in these discussions. Actual
ly the strange thing is that the
building of cities should ever have
been attributed to farmers, who
neither need nor like them, as the
case of many a peasant civilization
will show. Cities are primarily ad
ministrative and commercial centers,
bases of operation for wide-ranging
rulers, soldiers, and merchants, rather
than market places for truck garden
ers. There is a general and growing
awareness among students today that
ancient cities did not evolve from
farming villages as was once thought
to be the invariable rule. The names
of ancient cities are in themselves
evidence enough of their founding by
great individuals: They are almost
always the names of persons—human
or divine.48
From prehistoric Egypt and Meso
potamia to the remotest regions of
the North and the farthest stretches
of Asia it is the same story: The great
conquerors are the great city-builders,
and the cities last no longer than
their empires. Indeed there is a great
deal of evidence for the custom of
requiring each king to inaugurate his
reign with the building of a new
capital—a system which adds greatly
to the complexity of early Egyptian
history.
“There are a few perennial centers,
such as Babylon, Thebes, and Rome,
but where are the others? In the
center of every great epic cycle there
looms one great super-center, with
its fabulous castle and its many-gated
city—Camelot, Tara, Susat, Troy,
Sigtun, Heliopolis, Liere, Assur, etc.;
yet after generations of searching,
none of these mighty centers has ever
been located with certainty. We have
already mentioned Troy, but no less
persistent has been the search for On
or Heliopolis in Egypt. The earliest
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written records constantly refer to
Heliopolis as the religious and polit
ical center of everything through long
centuries; yet generations of the most
exhaustive searching failed so com
pletely to turn up so much as a singlebutton or bead to show where Heliop
olis had stood that until the very
recent discovery of a predynastic
cemetery on the spot, some of the
foremost investigators, such as Miss
Baumgartel, insisted with fervor and
conviction that there never had been
such a place, though the written doc
uments are full of it! I could give
you scores of other examples just like
that.”49
“Wouldn’t you say,” asked Blank,
“that the most significant thing about
the Jaredite cities is not that they were
great, màny, or mighty, but that they
were built up all at once, instead of
gradually evolving? Here, for exam
ple, we read that Coriantum ‘did
build many mighty cities,’ (Ether
9:23) and later Shez ‘did build up
many cities upon the face of the land’
as the people moved out and ‘began
again to spread over all the face of
the land.’ (10:4.) Morianton, a
descendant of Shez, not only gained
power over many cities (10:9), but
he also ‘built up many cities’- (10:12)
in restoring land after a total collapse
and revival; just so, after a great
slump and revival, the people under
King Lib ‘built a great city by the
narrow neck of land,’ (10:20), just
as we have seen that the first Pharaoh
did upon establishing a new order
in Egypt. Also we find that cities
could vanish as quickly as they arose,
as when Shiz ‘did overthrow many
cities . . . and he did burn the cities.’
(14:17.) Now granted that there may
be cities on the earth which have
grown up on the evolutionary pat
tern of hut-to-hamlet-to-village-totown, and so forth, it must be ad
mitted that our book of Ether cities
were not of that kind. They are defi
nitely of the ‘heroic’ variety, which
are now known to have arisen and
perished all over the ancient world,
but which leave only a very drab and
undramatic type of ruins if they leave
any at all.”
“Professor Nilsson has given us a
good description of the type of thing
that went on,” Dr. Schwulst observed
as he sought out a passage:
‘For the great expeditions through which

the Greeks founded colonies far away and
went so far eastwards cannot have been
disconnected raids of small roving bands
but must needs have been backed by some
power, even if it was a loose feudal organ
ization. The seat of this power was My
cenae, at least in the beginning of the Late
Mycenaean age, when a great building ac
tivity set in and a large palace, the great
ring wall with the Lion Gate, the Grave
Circle, and the statliest of tholos tombs
were erected.’50

“There you have it: the invaders
spread into new lands and take them
over, but they do it systematically,
their movements being controlled and
directed from a main center, where a
magnificent complex of headquarters
buildings, so to speak, is erected. This
is what we have found everywhere
in our discussions.”
“But is it safe to generalize about
the ancient world as a whole?” F.
asked somewhat dubiously.
“It is the thing that all the leading
men are doing today,” Schwulst re
torted, “and they seem to know what
they are about. -The best over-all
picture to date is that which is at pres
ent being presented by Claude
Schaeffer, the eminent excavator of
Ras Shamra-Ugarit, that ancient
center at which all the cultural and
ethnic lines of the ancient East came
together. Schaeffer carefully com
pared and correlated the archaeologi
cal findings at all the main centers
of ancient civilization, from Asia
Minor to the heart of Asia (as far as
available materials would allow),
and came up with most significant
and consistent pictures. Six times
between 2400 and 1200 B.C., he dis
covers, all the principal centers of the
ancient world were destroyed, and
each time they all went up in flames
and down in earthquake ruins to
gether! Earthquake, famine, plague,
and weather were to blame for this
series of world-wide catastrophes,
according to Schaeffer, who puts most
of the blame on earthquakes. After
each of these major world-collapses,
we find a sharp diminution in pop
ulation, while people everywhere
revert to a nomadic way of life and
great invading hordes of mixed racial
and linguistic stocks sweep down
from the more sorely afflicted areas
to the more fortunate ones—the ter
ror they bring with them being
actually less than that which they
are leaving behind. Of the first of
(Continued on page 122)
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free by tearing open the carton or
widening the spout before discarding.
But the real free soap comes from us
ing a rubber spatula for a quick
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these calamity-driven waves of hu
manity Schaeffer writes: ‘Perhaps the
vast movement of peoples which
accompanied it was led by a warlike
element which, thanks to the su
periority of its arms and its physical
vigor, was able in spite of numerical
inferiority to extend its conquests
over vast areas of Western Asia.’ ”O1
“In other words,’\ said Blank,
“Schaeffer, using purely nonliterary
evidence, begins his history with a
typical heroic migration, exactly as
Kramer does using ‘purely literary
evidence’ while deliberately avoiding
the archaeological remains.”
“. . . and exactly as Hrozny does
using neither archaeological nor lit
erary evidence, but purely linguistic
indications!” F. added.
“It is remarkable how all the types
of evidence are beginning to fuse into
a single image of the past,” Dr.
Schwulst observed, “and such a dif
ferent image from what it used to
be! Instead of a long and gradual
upward evolution we find repeated
regressions as well as advances, and
there is no guarantee at all that the
regressions even in the aggregate are
less considerable than the advances!
Those setbacks, as Schaeffer is at
great pains to point out, are the result
of forces totally beyond human con
trol. ‘Compared with the scope of
these general crises,’ he says, ‘the ex
ploits of the conqueror and the
combinations of leaders of states
appear quite unimportant. The phi
losophy of history where it concerns
the Ancient East seems to us to have
been singularly distorted by the too
convenient adoption of dynastic pat
terns, however convenient they may
be for chronological classification.’52
In other words, it is not man who
makes ancient history; yet even in
strictly human affairs there now
appear to be curious ups and downs,
with regression quite as normal a part
of the picture as progression. Take
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scraping of your dishes before you
put them into the water. By pre
removing much of the food and grease
you cut your kitchen soap needs in
half.
As the Scots say, “Many a muckle

makes a mickle.” If you don’t value
free groceries for yourself, think of
the joy you’ll bring by donating the
two extra CARE packages a year on
what you could save by a little extra
kitchen attention.
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(Contrasts
Richard L. Evans

?

TV7e cannot but be aware that this is a Christmas of con” trasts. No doubt all Christmases have had their
contrasts. And there is no doubt also that the same forces
that have always opposed the plans and purposes of the
Christ, the Prince of Peace, still oppose those plans and
purposes. And the gospel that gives man his free agency,
his right of choice, is sharply seen in contrast to oppression
and coercion, and the enslaving of men’s minds. One would
think that the world would have learned, for there never was
a good way of life that was founded on fear or on force.
Both have been tried many times before—both fear and
force—sometimes subtly, and sometimes with complete and
brutal abandon. But they never succeed in subduing a
people permanently or in establishing permanent peace—for
there is in man an inner awareness of his own eternal nature,
an awareness that will always emerge no matter who seeks
to enslave the minds or souls of men. And when all brutality
and arrogance and evil have spent themselves, there will re
main,
always, the irrevocable reality of man’s eternal
1 ■
continuance, and of ultimate justice, and the triumph of
truth. There are many things that wouldn’t matter very
much if man were just a machine. If he were just an edu
cated muscle (with death being the end of all that he is),
there is much that wouldn’t matter very much. But blessedly
he is an immortal child of the God and Father who made us
all in his own image, and who sent his Only Begotten Son,
also in his own image, to redeem us from death, and to open
up for all of us limitless eternal possibilities of peace and
progress and everlasting life with those we love. It was this
•our Savior did for us; this for which he was born; this for
which he died; this that we would witness to the world. And
so, despite sharp contrasts, let there be comfort and courage
this Christmas. Let it be a time for re-examining ourselves
and for dedicating our lives to the values that endure; a time
for calling our families together in grateful humility for all
that is ours, and with prayers for the preservation of free
principles and oppressed peoples; and a time for teaching our
children of the divine reality of him who said: “These things
I have spoken unto you, that in me ye might have peace.”1
His peace and promises are unto all who repent and conform
to the principles of Jesus the Christ, the Prince of Peace. May
God bless us every one.
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the case of iron, for instance. Here
Schaeffer writes:

SAVE

‘A most curious and intriguing phe
nomenon would seem to be the disappear
ance of this metal after its first utilization
at the end of the Old Bronze period, and
its apparently total eclipse during the en
tire Middle Bronze. It seems to have been
rediscovered anew in the course of the Late
bronze period and, to judge by all the evi
dence, in the very same region—-in Asia
Minor.’53

Here we have an important step in
human history that has to happen all
over again!”
“And when you have that,” said
F., “how do you know that it has
not happened and unhappened al
ready dozens of times before?”
“You don’t,” answered Schwulst.
“You must not suppose, for example,
that the first of Schaeffer’s great
world calamities with its accompany
ing heroic migrations was the first
occurrence of such an event. Long
ago the philologists were able to trace
with certainty ‘migrations of people
for which there is not the slightest
archaeological evidence,’54 and these
carry the pattern back and back to
the earliest migration of all when,
according to the dean of all living
philologians, the forefathers of all the
languages and cultures of the world
scattered in all directions from a
single point searching desperately
after grass for their cattle.”
“We can sum it all up, then,” said
Blank, “with the safe and conserv
ative observation, that whatever the
particulars may be, it is cei-tain that
we now have a totally new setting in
which to study the book of Ether, a
background of whose existence no
body thirty years ago would have
dreamed; and the history of the Jaredites fits into that background as if
it were made for it. Who can claim
that this is merely a happy accident?
Consider the new materials, the scope,
and detail of the epic sources, now
being read with a new understanding
and a new sense of reality; place them
beside the compact and powerful his
tory of Ether, presenting all the
salient features of heroic times of
migration and the ages of feuding
that follow, committing nothing vital
and including nothing conflicting or
trivial—you will at once recognize
that there is small room here for luck
or chance. Men once denied cate
gorically that Atreus or Arthur or
Mopsus or even Moses ever lived, but
now we know they were wrong: there
(Concluded on following page)
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was an Achaean host just as surely
as there was a Hebrew host of the
Exodus,55 and the very tests that
prove it to be so can now be applied
fully and rigorously to show that
there were Jaredites.
(The end)
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52Ibid„ p. 565.
^Ibid., p. 546.
E4W. Vycichl, in Orientalia XXIII (1954),
p. 218.
“C. H. Gordon, Jnl. N. E. Stud. XI, 213:
“The Exodus is the epic of the Birth of a
Nation, even though most of the text is now
in prose form (Ch. 15 preserves a poetic
fragment) ... the narrative content includes
epic episodes.”
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Perfect Thought-Models
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that too is generally manifested in an
untidy home.
Good is more natural and more
powerful than evil. Only a few mus
cles come into use in a smile; but a
frown involves a strain on many
muscles. We should stamp upon our
hearts thoughts of humility, courtesy,
truth, love, and integrity in order to
carve a helpful, noble life. As the
sculptor turns to his model in order
to perfect his work, so must we turn
constantly from the imperfect and il
lusive ideals of the material life in
order to mould and chisel a beautiful,
spiritual life. In Galatians we read:
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love,
joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith,
“Meekness, temperance: against
such there is no law.” (Gal. 5:22-23.)
The poet Longfellow expressed the
importance of perfect thought-models
in the following verse:
“Sculptors of life are we as we stand
With our lives uncarved before us,
Waiting the hour when at God’s
command
Our life dream passes o’er us.
If we carve it then on the yielding
stone
With many a sharp incision,
Its heavenly beauty shall be our
own,—
Our lives that angel-vision.”

CARPENTER
By Lori Petri

Tt has a lightsome, airy sound,
* Although connoting sinewed strength;
Hinting the buoyancy and bound
Of wood released from a tree’s taut length;
Suggesting fragrant shaving curls
Tossed off to the drone of a giant bee,
As if from heads of carefree girls
That, dryad-like, no one can see;
And One who built a house alight
With faith the centuries cannot dim,
But pleaded that small children might
Be suffered to come unto Him.
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